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By Larry Wise

Recommending Gear for
Your 3-D Shooters this Year
I

can’t recall the exact year but it
was some time in the late 1950s
that I shot my first animal target.
It was only paper glued to cardboard
but it was great fun to shoot. There
were deer, moose, rabbits, turkeys
and others – I clearly remember
shooting a total score of 86 for the 28
targets. I remember one of the men
who was quite good at the time taking only one arrow with him to shoot
the round – I needed a quiver full!
Later, much later in 1980, I found
myself in eastern Alabama traveling
with Jennings Compound Bow Sales
Representative Dale Massey. We
were doing seminars about the compound bow and our travels took us to
a tournament billed as the Alabama
State 3-D Championship. We were
invited to shoot some of the targets
and found ourselves in the woods
waiting in line to shoot one arrow at
a rubber deer target. As I remember
it took quite a while to shoot seven or
eight targets but the many people
there didn’t seem to mind. Wish I
could have stayed for the end but we
had another destination to make
before dark so we left without knowing who won or what time it finished. It was interesting to say the
least and I didn’t know that it would
turn into the 3-D tournaments we
have today all over the country.
Today’s 3-D archery is a lot different. The animal targets are full
sized and three-dimensional. The
space-age material they are made of
stops arrows quickly while allowing
the holes to “heal” closed. The distances are all unknown and extend
to 50 yards or more.
3-D is a sophisticated game
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these days and it
takes sophisticated
equipment to shoot it
at the highest level.
Back in the 50s I used
a laminated wooden
Ben Pearson recurve
bow for those paper
animal targets but my
3-D bow now contains no wood at all;
neither do my arrows.
Maybe you are content to shoot with
your longbow or
recurve but most
want to know two
things: “What’s the
current
compound
3-D bow look like?”
and “What arrows
match it?”
The main problem for you as a dealer is helping your 3-D
shooting customer
Shooting 3-D archery today is much more complicated than
get into a bow and
when I shot my first paper animal target. Judging distance is
bow setup that will now a real science requiring lots of practice and that’s before
help him/her to get you take the shot. Making the shot takes a well tuned highthe needed arrow tech bow and fast arrows. When you do it right you can win
speed at a draw some money!
weight that they can
manage. We all know that speed is
important when the target is at an
RULES OF 3-D ARCHERY
unmarked distance but it has to be
Two prominent organizations
manageable while using proper are involved in 3-D archery and set
form: Form must always come first their rules so everyone is able to
when shooting any kind of archery. compete on a level playing field.
The name of the game is to get the Several of those rules involve the
speed and arrow groups but main- peak weight of the bow while other
tain the proper form; 350 fps isn’t rules control arrow weight and
much of a help if you continually speed.
miss to the left!
The Archery Shooters Association (www.asaarchery.com) has
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The shorter the bow the smaller the angle is between the arrow and the bowstring. This angle is important because of how far the peep ends up from your
eye at full draw. I prefer to keep it in the range of 3 inches to 5 inches from my
eye – the closer the better as the sight picture quality is important for aiming.

the other to shoot the ASA.
Very few of your customers
The PSE Bow Madness series fits most 3-D archers
will be able to do that and
with one of its three versions: the XL at 36 inches
will choose to follow one
long, the standard at 32 inches and the XS at 28.5
type of tournament or the
inches long. The longer bow fits taller people with
other with the one bow they
the longer draw lengths and they all have reasonable brace heights from 6.5 inches to 7.4 inches with have. Your most difficult task
is to keep them focused on
speeds of 316 fps to 332 fps. This XL model being
form when they want all that
held by Sales Representative Lance Irvin is the
speed.
fastest.
built its rules around the maximum
arrow speed allowed. For adults the
maximum speed is 280 feet per second, often written fps. Their web site
led me to their rules but I found no
limits on the draw weight of the bow
and nothing controlling arrow size
or weight.
The International Bowhunting
Organization (www.ibo.net)) places
a restriction on the arrow weight in
relation to the bow’s peak weight.
Their rules require that the arrow
weigh a minimum of 5 grains per
each pound of peak draw weight and
have a maximum diameter of .422
inch (27/64 inch) with a maximum
point diameter of .425 inch. The
peak weight rule places a maximum
of 60 pounds on women/youth and
80 pounds on men. They place no
restriction on the maximum arrow
speed.
Many of the professionals I know
have two bows: one to shoot IBO and

THE RELIABLE 3-D BOW
As I’ve said already, speed is
important when you’re shooting at
animal targets set at unmarked distances. You have to have it to help
overcome your small errors in distance judging. If you’re making big
errors in distance judging then no
amount of arrow speed will help –
you need a rifle or lots more practice
at judging distances.
You still need that “repeat performance” you expect from your
indoor “spot” bow that I wrote about
in the March issue. You have to have
it if you expect to hit the ten ring or
12 ring on the first shot – you need
more speed but with the same level
of control and accuracy. The right
bow setup is critical but you still
must have the skill to take advantage
of it.
THE 3-D BOW: The bow that I
select for shooting 3-D will be slight-

ly shorter than my indoor bow. I
shoot a 40 inch bow for indoor but
have a 35 inch axle-to-axle PSE
Vendetta for 3-D this year. I can’t go
any shorter and expect to get my 31
inch draw length so keep that in
mind for your taller (6 foot 2 inch
plus) customers. For your 3-D shooting customers that are 6 foot tall and
under you can recommend those 33
inch axle-to-axle bows and even
shorter bows with confidence that
the bow will give them their proper
draw length (most make 30 inch
draw lengths).
In general, these shorter bows
have lower brace heights of 6 inches
to 7 inches. The low brace height
gives extra inches of draw stroke
which translates into speed – the
longer the string is connected to and
pushing the arrow the more chance
the bow has to transfer energy to the
arrow.
If the brace height is much
lower than 6 inches then you can
more easily get arm slap from the
bowstring and cables. For those
with less than perfect bow hand
position on the bow grip this means
arm slap as well – not at all good for
beginner and intermediate skilled
archers. Keep that in mind when
fitting or recommending a bow to
customers with average or lower
ability.
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BOWSTRINGͲTOͲARROW ACUTE ANGLE
BOW

BRACE HEIGHT

BARNSDALE CLASSIC

9.63

MONEY MAKER

8.50

SHARK X

7.50

VENDETTA XL

7.25

BOWMADNESS

7.30

AXLE/AXLE

ARROW/STRING
ANGLE

44.00
39.38
38.13
35.00
32.13

50*
44*
43*
37*
32*

AXLE-TO-AXLE LENGTH &
STRING ANGLE: A side effect of the
short axle-to-axle length is the bow
string angle at the nocking point.
The shorter axle-to-axle length bows
have smaller acute angles between
the arrow and the bow string. A
direct result of this is a greater distance from the shooter’s eye to the
peep sight and that can have a big
effect on how your eye handles the
sighting image. I did some sample
measuring and provide it above for
your reference.
I started with a Barnsdale Classic
bow that is 44 inches axle-to-axle on
which I measured the acute string
angle between the arrow and bowstring to be 50 degrees. That makes a
total bowstring angle of slightly
more than 100 degrees (the lower
angle is usually more, due to the
nocking point being above the string
center). With this angle the peep is a
distance of 3.4 inches in front of the
nocking point and that’s about the
same distance in front of the eye for
most shooters.
I have several other bows: a PSE
Vendetta at 35 inch axle-to-axle and
a PSE Shark X at 38 inches axle-toaxle. I borrowed a 32 inch Bow
Madness and measured its string
angle, so that is shown above as well.
The relationship between the
axle-to-axle length and the arrowstring angle is a very simple one
expressed by the equation: Angle = 1.5
(axle-to-axle length) – 16. In other
words, to find the approximate string
angle on a bow, multiply 1.5 times the
axle-to-axle length and then subtract
16. As an example, if you have a 28
inch axle-to-axle length bow the calculation would be:
Angle = (1.5 X 28) – 16 = (42) – 16
= 26-degrees.
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OVERALL LENGTH

DISTANCE
TO PEEP

46.75

3.36"

43.25

4.14"

42.00

4.29"

38.80

5.30"

36.00

6.40"

As expected the short 28 inch
bow has a very sharp acute angle
between the arrow and bowstring.
This would push the peep sight to a
distance of over 8 inches away from
the archer’s eye.
The smaller acute string angles
and the distance to the peep is a
concern for aiming. I prefer to have
the peep closer to my eye so I can
have a clear sight picture through
the peep without the glare you often
get when it is further from your eye.
Also, the closer the peep is to the
sight pin the less accurate your sight
apparatus – the greater the distance
between the peep and pin the more
accurate.
Nock pinch is not a great concern since most archers hook a
release aid to the D-loop on their
bowstring. The loop attached above
and below the nock will cause the
string to be vertical around the nock
when the bow is at full draw.
However, the nocking point location
is more critical on the shorter bows.
DRAW WEIGHT AND 3-D
ARCHERY: You can shoot 3-D
archery with 50 pounds of draw
weight. Most use more but you can
do it effectively with only 50 pounds
if you choose the appropriate arrow.
I guess the point I’m trying to make
is that far too many archers try to get
all the speed they can without regard
for maintaining good form.
I see too many on the 3-D course
drawing bows that have far too
much draw weight. This forces them
to draw with the bow pointed high
into the sky, struggle to get it back
and then contort their head, shoulders and arms to hold the thing at
full draw. Forget sound shooting
form; just draw all the weight you

The new Bear Archery Attack bow, held
by Bruce Hudalla, is 31 inches long, has a
brace of 7 inches and hits speeds of 340
fps. The high speed helps with shooting
3-D and the quietness helps with hunting.
Hudalla heads the nation-wide Hudalla
Associates sales representative group.

can so you can get that SPEED. And
then they shoot a five – to the left!
An archer should be able to raise
their bow to the target level – sight
pin just above the aiming spot – and
draw it. Drawing at the target level
protects their shoulder position so
that both stay on the same level optimizing shoulder and back stability
and steadiness. Raising one shoulder higher than the other recruits
more muscle than is needed for
shooting archery and inhibits consistency. Shoot a draw weight that is
easy to manage.
RISER DESIGN: This is easy. Of
course 3-D archers are going to
shoot some variation of the reflex
handle design. Choosing a handle
that curves the grip section toward
the shooter results in a lower brace
height and that means more inches
of power stroke. In other words, the
arrow is nocked to the bowstring for
a longer distance and more energy is
transferred to it. This longer power
stroke means more arrow speed.
The side effect is that the archer
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must be more skilled at placing his
or her hand on the grip section so as
to avoid hand torque. The proper
position of the bow hand is in the
form of a “stop sign” toward the target with the fingers and thumb
relaxed. This prepares the thumb
pad and only the thumb pad to be
placed on the bow grip section. The
fingers and thumb remain relaxed
and out of contact with the bow handle so that no torque is transferred to
the bow handle during the power
stroke of the bow.
Just to give you an idea about
most archers, 99 percent of my students have to make some kind of
repair or alteration to their bow hand
in order to get it correct. Mix that
with a reflex handle and most
archers experience some effect from
handle torque.
THE GRIP SECTION: To minimize handle torque you must teach
your customers how to correctly
place their hand on the handle grip
section. The correct placement is the
same as it is for shooting any other
form of archery so everything I wrote

about it for shooting indoor targets is
true for 3-D. Here it is again.
As a coach you, the dealer, must
teach that the bow hand must be
placed on the bow grip as if the
archer is making a “stop sign” toward
the target. When the large knuckles
of the hand are at a 45 degree angle it
should be obvious to everyone that
the index finger knuckle is higher
than the thumb knuckle. The question now becomes “Does your bow
handle grip design accommodate
your hand anatomy?” From what I

see in current bow design almost all
of the manufacturers are aware of
proper bow hand fit and have
designed the grip section so that the
arrow shelf on the index finger side is
elevated compared to the thumbside. In many cases the index-side
shelf is also angled upward more
toward vertical.
Place the hand on the bow grip
correctly and you and your students
will reap the benefit of no-torque
shooting. Because hand torque
causes left-right misses every 3-D

MEET
OUR

FAMILY
HIGH PERFORMANCE MODELS
WITH SUPERIOR OPTICS

TSN-880/770 Series

www.kowa-usa.com

The tape strip shown in this picture
shows the part of the thumb pad that
should be placed on the bow handle grip
section. Note that the knuckles are at a 45
degree angle to the vertical so that the little-finger-side of the palm does not contact the bow grip.

GENESIS 44 Series
GENESIS 33 Series
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archer must work overtime to correct the bow hand and keep it corrected.
DRAW LENGTH SETTING: What
I wrote for indoor shooting in the
March ArrowTrade issue is true again
for 3-D shooters. The draw length of
the bow must be set according to the
archer’s full-draw-position.
The standard I always use and
recommend is simple; the archer is
in proper full-draw position when
his or her drawing forearm is directly behind the arrow. The drawing
arm must be an extension of the
arrow to ensure the proper shoulder, shoulder blade position and
transfer of the “holding” into the
back muscles. The elbow must be at
least as high as the arrow or slightly
higher. If not, then the archer must
do the holding with their arm, will
perform inconsistently and scoring
will suffer - they’ll miss left and
right.
Drawing short or long will produce inconsistent shooting. The
arms and not the core-skeleton will
carry the loads at full draw and the
muscles will get over-used, producing fatigue and inconsistencies.
THE SIGHT PICTURE: As with
indoor shooting the sight picture is
critical to shooting success. The picture of the target must suit your eye
and allow you to visually relax. You
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have to get your eye relaxed so your
mind can relax and stay on the right
mental thought sequence instead of
struggling to see the target.
3-D archery poses problems
similar to field archery: dark targets,
sun in the face, sun on the peep, sun
on the target with shade on your face
and even rain. Building the right
scope and/or pin configuration is
really important to aiming success
and that configuration must accommodate all of the above mentioned
sighting difficulties.
Many of the top professionals at
the Lancaster Indoor Classic back in
January were using their 3-D setup.
You can pick most of them out by the
lower, 0x to 4x, scope power they
were using. This low power or nopower gives them a view of the entire
animal target when shooting 3-D in
the woods to accommodate those
really dark or black target surfaces in
the shadows. Having a 6x or 7x scope
lens like I use for field target spots
won’t work because without seeing
space around the outside of the animal you won’t know what spot on
the all-black surface you’re aiming
at.
The pin or pins you use must be
visible in all of the light conditions in
which you have to shoot. Most of the
top professionals are using a lighted
fiber optic. I use one on my hunting
bow for those low-light hours you’re
in the woods: How did we see our

Correct full-draw-position
places the archer’s drawing
forearm and elbow in line
with the arrow. This allows
the archer to transfer the
"holding" into the back
muscles, relax the arm and
thereby have a more consistent release technique.
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When the bow hand is placed correctly on
the bow grip the index knuckle is higher
than the thumb knuckle as shown. The
design of the bow grip section should
accommodate this feature of the anatomy
so that the thumb pad is the only part of
the palm that touches the bow grip.

sight before the advent of lighted
pins and fiber optics?
BOW SIGHT LEVELING: This
has to be done to any bow used for
shooting up and down hill. The vertical slide-bar of the sight has to be
plumb when the bow riser is plumb,
the level bubble must show “level” at
the same time and the third axis
must be synchronized with the sight
system.
The third axis involves setting
the scope lens and its housing so
that the lens is perpendicular to the

Having sight pins or a scope lens that is
clearly visible in poor light conditions is
essential to 3-D success. Fiber optic pins with
or without battery lights make seeing in dark
conditions far easier than using the old-style
pins. My hunting sight has only three pins
here but for 3-D I use four. More than four
gets a little too crowded for my eyes
although younger eyes can handle more.
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ing that 86 percent of the 280 participating shooters used a launcher –
that will be very close to what you
see in 3-D.
Keep the tuning simple and
effective. Start with a .010 inch thick
launcher set at about a 35 to 40
degree tilt. Use the paper test to get
the optimum nocking point setting
and to eliminate shaft sizes that are
not appropriate. Try a stiffer .012
inch launcher as well to find which
groups best.

If you plan on shooting 3-D archery then
you’re going to be shooting some uphill
and downhill targets and you have to prepare your sight properly so it’s accurate.
You sight has to be correctly set for thirdaxis accuracy by using a tool like the one
by Hamskea Archery. A simple level bubble
attached to the sight or riser will aid you in
setting the third axis when the bow is tilted
up or down toward a target on an incline.

arrow flight plane to the target. This
is accomplished by changing the
lens (or pins set) angle (in the horizontal plane) relative to the archer’s
face. If the third axis adjustment is
not correct then the sight level will
not read “true” level when the bow is
raised or lowered to shoot on sloping
ground. Without this adjustment you
will shoot right on uphill targets and
left on down-hillers or vice-versa.
At the January ATA Show I ran
across a nifty and simple third-axis
tool called the Easy Third Axis Level
by Hamskea Archery Solutions
(hamskeaarchery.com). Attach it to
the vertical sight bar and follow the
directions to make the simple
adjustments that allow you to raise
or lower your bow and be certain
that the level bubble reads accurately for “true” level.
ARROW REST SELECTION: You
may see a few more drop-away
arrow rests on the 3-D circuit but
most of the top professionals will be
using the launcher. Last issue I presented the equipment survey I did at
the Lancaster Indoor Classic show-
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D-LOOP: How you attach the Dloop to the bowstring is a big part of
bow tuning. There are at least six
ways to prepare the loop on the
string but the two most popular
seem to be the loop tied directly over
and under the nock or a nock locator
tied under the nock and the loop
attached under it and directly over
the nock. The one to use is the one
that groups the best but you have to
try them to know for sure.
STABILIZERS: To shoot high
scores outside is just like shooting
inside. The bow must be balanced to
do two things: First, it must aim well

• Automatically
Automaticall lights
every shot
• Magnetic trigger—
trig
no moving or turning
• Super-visible flash mode
• Easy, adhesiv
adhesive-free
installation
• Lightweight design
• Ultra-bright LED in
orange or gre
green

Longg Life Lithium Battery
One of the new 3-D bows, the Destroyer
350, by BowTech is shown here at the
2010 ATA Show by Sales Representative
Nick Drobeck. Its 32.4 inch length, 6 inch
brace height and binary cam system
allows this bow to shoot at 350 fps.

Order Tracer Nocks today—
call 1-888-327-8664

www.TracerNocks.com
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at full draw and second, the bow
must maintain its attitude during the
.015 of a second that the arrow is
being propelled out of the bow.
Adding front weight to the end of
a long stabilizer, adding weight
where the stabilizer attaches to the
handle and adding weight to
counter-balance the sight are common methods for making the bow
aim well. The final decision here is
done by “feel” on the part of the
archer so our students and customers have to do this for themselves.
Aiming is vitally important to
how one stabilizes the bow but it is
not the only consideration. When
the bowstring is released it takes
about .015 seconds for the string to
launch the arrow from the bow system. During this time when the bowstring and arrow are moving toward
the target the bow handle is moving
in the opposite direction (for every
action there is an equal and opposite
reaction) into the bow hand. It’s
important that the handle make this
move without changing position relative to the arrow because any
torque in any direction during this
short time frame will adversely affect
the flight of the arrow and its impact

point in the target.
During the dynamic power
stroke of the bow the bow should
come straight back into the hand
but this is almost impossible to see.
You can have someone watch for
the second action to see if it is
straight outward toward the target
without any side-ways or vertical
movement. Keep in mind that this
second action occurs after the
arrow is separated from the string
and the bow comes out of the hand.
After that the bow may make other
movements without affecting the
arrow flight since the arrow is completely out of the bow. A perfect bow
hand and proper stabilization allow
the bow to repeat its performance
without interference!
FINE-TUNING DRAW LENGTH:
A coach can get an archer into full
draw position visually. He can get the
shooter’s drawing forearm in line
with the arrow shaft but the shooter
must fine-tune that full-draw-position. To do this you must make fine
adjustments to the bow’s draw
length by adding a twist or two to
cables and/or string or lengthening
or
shortening
the
D-loop.
Maintaining the proper full-draw-

Darton Sales Manager Ted Harpham holds the new
Darton Pro 3800. This super fast bow sports a 33.8 inch
length, a 6 inch brace height and shoots arrows at 350
fps. It’s equipped with Darton’s DualSynch Cam system
that offers 80 percent let off and draw lengths from 25
inches to 31 inches.
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position is essential to transferring
the “hold” into the back muscles and
shooting with a relaxed hand, wrist
and forearm.
In the case of 3-D and field
shooting the archer has to consider
uphill shot performance. This may
affect his/her draw length setting –
most tend to have a shorter draw
stroke when tilting uphill - in that it
may need to be a pinch (1/8 inch)
shorter if the course to be shot has
lots of uphill targets. Encourage your
customer/student to record any
adjustments made so they can
quickly and accurately reverse them
when the need arises.
If your student is using a release
with a rope loop on it instead of a Dloop on the bowstring then suggest
that they have a second release with
a slightly shorter loop for those challenging uphill shots. That way they
can avoid changing the bow draw
length and simply pull out their
“uphill” release when they need it.
ARROW SELECTION: If you can
easily draw 60 to 65 pounds of peak
weight then you’ll want to shoot the
big fat arrow shafts like most of the
professionals. My testing of velocity
decay shows that there is no real dif-

The conquest Triumph is shown here in the hands of professional Jeff
Hopkins who is shooting the Lancaster Archery Indoor Classic. He plans to
use this bow for 3-D because of its 39 inch length, 7 inches brace height and
325 fps speed.
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ference (they all lost 19 or 20 fps
between 20 and 50 yards) between
the big shafts and the small so shoot
the big shafts if you can get them to
group. Grouping to me means packing a 2 inch wad at 40 yards.
For those who can’t shoot the
fatter shafts and/or the higher draw
weight needed to propel the fat
shafts at 280 fps and higher you’ll
have to make a different plan. You’ll
have to focus on the shaft that
groups best at the weight you can
handle with ease – don’t beat yourself up over a few pounds. If you can
only handle 55 pounds then choose
a shaft like the Maxima 250 by
Carbon Express and adjust the point
weight to get your groups and speed.
Ya gotta have the groups! And ya
gotta keep your form!
CAM SELECTION: There are lots
of cam styles available on today’s
bows. Some are more aggressive
than others. By that I mean there are
some that hold peak weight for 6 or 7
inches during the draw stroke and let
off 80 percent quickly down to the
holding weight. Other cams drop 65
percent more gradually down to the
hold weight. I prefer the latter in my
bows.
The sudden 80 percent let-off
poses a problem for those who have
average or below average skill
and/or strength. When they ease forward only slightly from their holding
position the bowstring jerks them
forward. Some lose control and
launch their arrow into the unknown

regions of space. Others manage to
hang on to the release and bowstring
but are still a danger to those around
them. You’ll have to be aware of this
potential safety hazard and guide
those archers into a cam that is less
aggressive and more suited to their
capabilities – a tough sell to some of
your customers.

CONCLUSION
It’s a tough sell all the way
around when you’re trying to convince archers that they should shoot
a bow that is not quite as fast as the
ones they see advertised. Lots of
shooters want to say “I’ve got the
fastest bow around!” and need to be
educated as to what their own personal capabilities really are and what
bow meets their capabilities. Facing
reality and your human limitations is
difficult – we all love to dream that
we’re something more than what we
are. But ya gotta do it! You have to tell
them the way it is because that’s your
job as a dealer – tell them what’s best
for their shooting over the long term.
I face this situation constantly
and find that lots of archers don’t
take my advice. A few do and they
are the ones that stay in archery and
come back to your shop as repeat
customers. So paying attention to
the basics that I’ve laid out in this
article will help you help those who
want to enjoy archery for the next
ten years.
Keep well, shoot straight.
Larry

EDITOR’S NOTE: Larry’s books
are available from Larry Wise
Archery, 402 Locust Grove Road,
Mifflintown, PA 17059 for $14 + $3
postage. Titles available are Tuning
Your Compound Bow, Tuning and
Silencing Your Bowhunting System,
Bow and Arrow: A Complete Guide.
The phone number for Larry Wise
Archery is (717) 436-9168.
Larry Wise is also available to
conduct one and two day
CoreArchery Academies on shooting
form. Personalized coaching is now
available on-line via Skype, and
video clips of Larry offering
bowhunting tips can be seen on the
bowhunting.net website. To contact
by email, use larry@larrywise.com
and see that website for more information.
For past articles by Larry Wise,
see ArrowTrade Magazine’s twin
websites: Dial-up internet users can
go to arrowtrademagazine.com
while the user-friendly arrowtrademag.com requires a high speed
connection.

Martin Sales
Representative
Geremy
Aichele holds
the Rytera
Alien X at the
ATA Show. This
entry into the
3-D world of
speed bows is
36 inches long,
has a 6 inch
brace height
and fires
arrows at an
advertised
speed of 350
fps under the
IBO system.
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